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                                                                            Free Hindi News App to Grow Knowledge
Wouldn't it be great to have an app which can provide all the news about the current affairs
conveniently in the Hindi language? This can actually become true. You can get all the needed
information about the news using the available Hindi news app called the Khabri App.
The app has got all the relevant and needed aspects to make it the best Hindi news app in
2018. The Hindi news app is so designed that it targets the people who are not so fluent with
the English language. The app is extremely easy to use and offers the maximum convenience
to the users. There are a lot many features that the app offers to its users without any hassles.
The app is the complete package that can target the needs of the people with maximum ease.
Features of the app:
Here are some of the best features that can be accessed from the Hindi news app:

1. Hindi News Radio:

The app provides a radio to the users for listening to the Hindi news. The app also allows the
users to listen to Hindi news from all parts of India, without the need to transfer to any new
news channels. Thus, no matter at which you are present, you can get the access to the
current affairs at every moment.

2. Preparation for Government Jobs:

The Hindi news app is the true companion of the people who are preparing for the
government examinations. The information available on the app can truly and properly guide
the person for the preparation of Railway Recruitment Board Examination. You can find the
complete information about the full analysis of Group D for the Railway Recruitment Board
Examination.

3. Bollywood News:

If you are a Bollywood fan and are always looking for all the latest updates for the same, then
you need to have this app with you. The app will update you with all the latest information
about Bollywood, popular television shows like Big Boss along with many attractions from the
Bhojpuri entertainment.

4. Religious Channels:

The app is not only about the latest news and information but it can be used for getting the
relevant information about the religion. The Hindi news app provides the updates and stories
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about the religion available on many religious channels. You can choose any of the available
religious channels and can get all the information as per your preference.


